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Perhaps there is always an unspoken, hidden question at the heart of any
call for papers, and certainly there was in this one. The original call was
necessarily broad. It began with the general observation that the museum
institution has been marked by constantly changing emphasis throughout
its history. From there it moved to a brief enumeration of some of the
museum’s functions – as an archive for research, a place of education and
edification, a site for the ritual performance of citizenship, and as a space of
entertainment, amongst other things. While these functions have most
often overlapped and interacted, each has carried different implications for
the museum object, both at the level of artefact and of architecture. More
particularly, each has implied a different relationship between inanimate
museum object and animate museum subject – that is, the museum visitor.
~
The original call for papers thus sought papers that addressed the changing role of the
museum, and the ways in which this has been reflected in museology, the status of the
museum object, or in museum architecture. As it has turned out, the papers to be
presented here expand considerably upon the number and nature of the museum’s roles,
and also the interrelations and interactions between them. In all of this, though, the
unspoken question remains: what is to be the fate of the museum object in an age where
the archive function of museums, as an ordered collection of actual things, seems to be
increasingly marginalised? And what is the role of museum architecture in this – is the
trend towards spectacle and sensation in museum buildings another manifestation of the
ascendency of image and information over objects, or is it a corrective, indeed a
consolation?
All of the papers to be presented here bear upon these questions to a greater or lesser
extent. But none of them goes to the heart of the particular, unspoken question more
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directly than Wouter Davidts’ paper, ‘A Chronicle of the Museum as an empty museum’.
Davidts writes that the museum:
wants to be a place where the past is presented, preserved and studied, as well as a
place in which the present is expressed in all its vigour. The museum is an
institution with a schizophrenic spatial character. Its desire for a place in the
present results in two differing operations, both in terms of space and of time:
conserving and producing.
 Now this distinction between what I have called the archive function of the museum, and
the idea of the museum as a place of production, is also, on one level, a specifically
temporal one. Temporality is central to museums perhaps more than any other building
type, and also central to the relationship of museums with life; all of the papers in the
session address, either implicitly or explicitly, the question of the museum’s temporality,
that is, its relation to time. From the anxieties of the colonial, antipodean museum
elaborated in Paul Walker’s ‘Sunday Opening’, to Hannah Lewi’s comparison of a late
nineteenth century museum with its virtual counterpart, created roughly one hundred
years later, questions of the museum’s sometimes uneasy relation to its own time and
place consistently emerge. In Helen Norrie’s paper, temporality in the museum is
examined in terms of duration: through the individual, phenomenal experience of
museum space, in a number of museum projects by Norwegian architect Sverre Fehn.
Andrew Hutson, in turn, notes that the design of the National Museum of Australia is
motivated less by meaning itself than by the restless, individual search for meaning, and
that the building’s emphasis on process – both the process of the design, and the
procession of people moving through the museum, is what truly activates the space and
the design. In Scott Colman’s paper, Mies van der Rohe’s preoccupation with integrating
art and life is examined through two museum projects. Colman suggests that beginning
with the Museum for a Small City project, but reaching its culmination in Cullinan Hall,
Mies negotiated ‘a radical alteration in the concept of time in the museum’ through the
‘differentiation between the traditional narrative gallery and the singularity of a post-
historical modern epoch.’ Springing from an understanding of the museum as site for
temporary exhibitions, rather than as an archive for art historical categories, this alteration
in the museum’s temporality shifts from the chronological period to the specific moment,
the continuum to the fragment. ‘Rather than a collection of historical periods,’ Colman
writes, ‘Mies’ hall is concerned with a succession of singular moments, each inextricably
enmeshed in contemporary life.’ To return to the Davidts paper, he too notes the tension
inherent in the museum’s aspiration to reconcile art and life, a tension that is particularly
manifest in the museum of contemporary art, the development of which ‘signalled a
programmatic shift of the museum from a static repository to a dynamic workshop.’
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And it is this point that I wish to take up. There is not sufficient space here to do justice to
the very detailed and diverse arguments elaborated in the six papers to be presented. So in
lieu of a detailed introduction to each paper, I will offer instead a general meditation upon
and extrapolation of the thread that links them – that of the museum’s relation to time,
and in particular its relation to the ever-shifting present.
The oft-stated aspiration to connect the museum more closely with life could be seen as a
coded statement of a desire for a greater relevance to, engagement with, and general
presence in the present. Likewise, the oft-repeated complaint that museums are akin to
mausoleums, in phonetic, literal, and metaphorical terms, is made primarily on the
grounds of the museum’s lack of such a relationship with the ‘now’. The traditional art
museum, with its ranked genealogies of dead artists, is a particularly strong example of the
museum's role as an atemporal repository for relics. Of course, the influence of the art
market complicates the relationship of art museums to art production; the value of an
artist's work rises steadily after their death because their oeuvre then becomes finite and
closed, a restricted commodity. The fact that the art market is partly predicated on the
death of artists is a point of great irony, but one that has been recognised by museums in
the past. In its early history as an art museum, for instance, the Louvre placed a ban on the
exhibition of work by living artists.1 The point of this was ostensibly to preserve the
autonomy of museum art from the 'stain' of commercial circulation, the idea being that a
living artist might benefit financially from museum purchases, which would then be
subject to the 'taint of the marketplace.'2 A museum which exhibits only the work of dead
artists becomes, in a sense, a kind of museum of mortality, the epitome of the institution's
more general deathliness.
In the eyes of some critics, as soon as the traditional art museum appropriates an object, it
immediately becomes irrelevant, outdated, and redundant; no matter how radical and
avant-garde the work, and no matter how recent its execution, it becomes
'institutionalised' as soon as it enters the museum, frozen into a fixed position in an art
historical progression. In the past, critics have presented the museum as voracious,
advancing ever closer to the present in its drive to devour 'living' art, only to excrete it,
ossified, as history. And since the aim of the museum is assumed to be keeping this
progressive history as 'up to date' as possible, its ultimate aim would be to appropriate art
as it happens, to capture, record and collect history at the very moment that it is made. In
this context, the notion of a museum of modern art, and its more radical counterpart the
museum of contemporary art, are both curious and revealing.
The museum of modern art limits the ‘dead’ weight of art history by restricting it to a
relatively short and finite period, with both a beginning and an end – it could be said,
paradoxically, to ‘protect’ art from art history. The museum of contemporary art is a
further step along this trajectory, and is particularly interesting because the words
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'museum' and 'contemporary' have been mutually exclusive for much of the institution's
history. The name 'museum' here loses the connotation of accumulation, of history
collected over time, and becomes a moving window on art practice, as much participant as
record keeper. The 'depth' of history in such museums becomes ever shallower, but with a
corresponding expansion of 'breadth' - such new museums do not represent a linear
progression of art history, but a snapshot of a range of art practices in the present.
The invention of the museum of contemporary art directly implied the primacy of the
temporary exhibition, since any permanent collection it might develop would soon be no
longer 'contemporary' and thus would defeat the program. The ultimate aim would
presumably be to 'catch up' with the cutting edge of art production, to narrow and
eventually close the gap between the production and display of art. The fact that such
museums do not only passively collect, but also actively solicit art through competitions,
would tend to support this assertion. Museums of contemporary art are, in an important
sense, museums of the avant-garde, but more than that, in their participation and even
dictation of the direction of culture, they are avant-garde museums. Certainly the rhetoric,
advertising, and architecture of many such museums imply that this is the case.
The proliferation of contemporary art museums is surely a symptom of the fragmentation
of museums generally, the breaking down of the encyclopaedic or survey museum model
into ever closer areas of specialisation. But I wonder whether this special type of art
museum may have an echo or parallel in new social and political history museums. It
seems quite reasonable to suppose that a museum of modern social history might be
possible, just as it would be possible to have a museum of medieval or Renaissance social
history - since the modern is a specific and definable historical period. What seems more
ambiguous, and potentially interesting, is the idea of a museum of contemporary social
history, since the terms 'contemporary' and 'history' have long been contradictory in just
the same way as 'contemporary' and 'museum' have, and for the same reasons. Could
there be such a thing as a museum of contemporary history? Is this a paradoxical, or
simply a contradictory concept? Would it require the word ‘history’ to be replaced with
‘culture’, or ‘museum’ to be replaced with ‘interpretative centre’? And, most interestingly
of all, is this the true aim of many of the recent spate of purpose built history museums,
and is their aggressively contemporary architecture symptomatic of this?
But the idea is full of contradictions. Museums, in their concern for collecting and
preserving the objects produced by culture, have traditionally been rearguard, literally
conservative institutions. Now it is not difficult to conceive of a museum that makes a
counter-typical or alternative reading of history through the lens of the present, and
enshrines a different version of historical events - this re-visioning of history is indeed the
program of many new museums. It could also mean a museum dedicated to a range of
historical narratives across (that is to say, contemporary to) a specific historical period. But
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a museum of contemporary history may also have a third meaning, which interests me
more here. This would be quite literally that of a museum of the present - a museum with a
very shallow temporal depth, which collects and exhibits the objects and ephemera of the
now. In the same way as other museums re-present the past, such a museum would re-
present the present, in a kind of tautological mirroring which verges on the hyperreal. But
the really crucial difference from a traditional museum would be that the museum of
contemporary history, in its intimate connection with the ‘now’, could also ‘curate’ lived
experience in the present. This is where the significance of architecture becomes most
clear, and such a ‘discursive change’ in the art museum, 'one that switches from a
diachrony to a synchrony’, has already been noted by Rosalind Krauss. She continues:
 ‘[…t]he encyclopedic museum is intent on telling a story, by arraying before its
visitor a particular version of the history of art. The synchronic museum - if we can
call it that - would forego history in the name of a kind of intensity of experience,
an aesthetic charge that is not so much temporal (historical) as it is now radically
spatial...'3
 It could be said that many museums, both of art and of history, have already achieved this
‘radically spatial’ ‘intensity of experience’. It may be true that museums have already
shifted to the present tense; it may indeed be that they have caught up with now.
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